Indian Council of Philosophical Research is an Autonomous Body fully funded by the Ministry of Education Department, Government of India intends to print its Annual Report for the year 2019-20.

**Quotations are invited for the above services in a sealed envelope in below**

Interested service providers are advised to submit their sealed quotations for the above work for printing in normal paper as well as in art paper for photos with terms and conditions by or before 1700 hrs. on 26th October 2020 positively and may be forwarded to the Director (A&F), Indian Council of Philosophical Research, Darshan Bhawan, 36 Tughlakabad, Institutional Area, Near Batra Hospital, M.B. Road, New Delhi-110062 by Registered post or deposited by hand in tender box placed at Security Guard room at ICPR, New Delhi. The advertisement in this regard has also been published in the website of the Council www.icpr.in.

ICPR invites quotations from various service providers for translating/typsetting and printing of its Annual Report/Annual Accounts both in English and Hindi. Rates for each process may be indicated separately. Once the typsetting is completed, the rates for printing is offset press as well as is mini offset process for size A-4, paper quality-90 GSM, estimated total 200 pages Hindi & English separately each, Internal page- 90 GSM black and white printing, cover page- 300 GSM & 4 color printing, binding perfect, for 100 copies may be specifically mentioned in the quotes.

Breakup of the rates for printing, formatting, translation (English into Hindi) providing in art paper may also be furnished along with their registered PAN/GST details.

(Lt.Cdr. Pawan Deep)
Director (A&F)